
Sean- hand in hand ~things have been running smooth but they are thin on group member. 
Meeting attendance is up.

Mike-Holyoke group ~attendance is up and they are having a full meeting space and they just 
celebrated 78 years.

Mark- Step Group ~New faces and attendance is good May 30 A way out is putting on a 
traditions workshop at Edwards church in NOHO

Tim-Holyoke sober sunday ~Doing well 

Ed-Pioneer valley ~Looking for new members. Memorial Day they are having a pizza party. 
They have started going to Carlson on the last Friday of the month

Steve-Mulberry Street ~

Dan-Not so young ~meets at Alano club which is renovated and it looks great. Membership is 
low. It needs new members and more support. 

Tamara-New Freedom ~

Alyssa-Wild Catz ~attendance is high and they are having a memorial day cookout

Brian-164 ~Saturdays they have a meditation then do a reading from the first 164 pages then 
have a discussion on what they read.

Allen-Alt Sober Sunday ~defer to Tim

MIKE-Scrambled eggs ~Donut Dip Every Sunday

Rich-daily reflections ~Zoom meeting 7 days a week at 7:30 AM and they are getting people 
from all over.

Invited guests
Sally-Registrar ~ Is the area’s link to New York. Delegates have read only access to the 
database. This site is where groups are registered with group name number historyGSR and 
their contact information. Sally is the one who maintains this information. For a group to b e 
registered is when  they truly are a part of AA. Groups can give contact information  from the 
group if there is no GSR is available. There are unknown group i9s GSO lingo for a group  that 
has no GSR ever listed ever or contact information therefore they New York doesn’t know about
them. There is a group change form and a GSR  kit are on the website but will be starting to get 
the physical kit soon. The general manager of GSR sent out a letter in November and if your 
group is listed in the database you got the letter and are able to vote.



Yolanda-Intergroup ~ If you have a GSR,  you need to have an intergroup rep. They are going 
to host an alkathon on Thanksgiving. If you need to go to get literature, call first to make sure 
Joy is there. August 18 is the intergroup picnic. They are the group that knows what is going on 
like picnics etc. They are supporting the groups. For the Alkathon they are looking for a space 
and then they will decide if it will be 12 or 24 hours. 

Bob-Area Chair ~ There are 5 standing committees and they don’t have participation- PI, CPC, 
Round Up, Intergroup, GVrapevine. Groups should really spread the word about these standing 
committees and try to get people active. Newcomer packets are available, it is up to the groups 
to build their own newcomer packets 

Janet- DCM (Area 31 report) ~ WMYPAA meets the first Sunday Of the month at 4PM for a 
traditions meeting then at 5pm they hold their biz meeting. This is at the Serenity Club(Monkey 
Wrench building in Springfield.)

*Mark will read chapter 6


